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1o Introduction. The notion of a topological-additive-group-
valued measure has been introduced by the author in 1, which
states the process of extending such a measure defined for a certain
class of simple sets to one for a wider class of sets. It is noted
that any set for which the extended measure is defined is necessarily
contained in some set for which the original measure is defined.
When, for example, the original measure is given for a class of
finite sums of half open intervals in the real line, a measurable set
with respect to the extended measure is always bounded.

The purpose of this paper is to extend a topological-additive-
group-valued measure to a measure defined for a wider class of sets
free of such a restriction.

2. Extension of a measure. Suppose G is a Hausdorff, com-
plete topological additive group with the unit element 0 and a
G-valued measure [1 on a pseudo-a-ring [1 3 of subsets of a
fixed set M.

Let 2’ be the class of all the pairs (, ) such that
1) is a pseudo-a-ring of subsets of M containing and each

set in can be written as a countable sum of sets in
2) 2 is a G-valued measure defined on which is an extension

of v.
Now our purpose is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. There exists a pair (0,20) in X such that
o and o is an extension of

Moreover we have the next theorem when we denote by A7 the

class of all sets L of the form L-iJ X, X e 3, i-i, 2,..., having

the following property: if X e 3, i=1, 2,..., X L as i-oo and
if Y. e 3, j=l, 2,..., Y L as j-c, then, for any neighbourhood
U of 0, there is a positive integer n such that v(X).-v(Y)e U
for any i, j>__n.

Theorem 2. The pseudo-a-ring o in Theorem 1 coincides
with the class

We are now going to give a proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
Denote by / and J the class of all the subsets of M and the

1) Obviously such a pair (if0, 20) is unique if it exists.
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class ..U_,XIXe3, i-1, 2, ...[, respectively. Then / becomes a

ring in the algebraic sense when we define, for X, Y in /, X/ Y,
and XY by (X- Y) (Y-X) and X Y, respectively.

The fact that is a pseudo-a-ring implies the following two
lemmas.

Lemma 1. J{: is a subring of satisfying the condition: if
Xe, i-1, 2, ..., then Xe.

i=1

Lemma 2. is an ideal of .
Further we have
Lemma . is an ideal of .
Poof. For the proof of this lemma, as is easily seen, it is

sufficient to show that
1) if a set Ke is contained in some set L e, then K

belongs to ,
2) if L, L’ are sets in such that LL’-, then L L’e .
Let us prove 1). Suppose XTK and YTK as i, where

X, Y e , and let U be a neighbourhood of 0. Then our assertion
is that there exists a positive integer n such that (X)-(Y)e U
for any i, j n. Suppose this is false. Then inductively we can choose,
for each k-l, 2,..., i and j such that max(i, j)min(i+, j+)
and (X)-(Y) e U. Writing Z=L- K, we have Z e so that we
have Ze3, i-1, 2, ..., such that Z T Z as i. Further we
have X’TL and YTL as k when we denote the sets XUZ
and Y Z, which belong to , by X and Y, respectively. Since
L e, this implies that there is a positive integer n such that
(X).-(Y)eU for any i,jn. 0n the other hand we have
(X)-(Y) (X. Z)-(Y. Z) (X)-(Y) e U. This is a
contradiction.

The proof of 2) is as follows. Let X, be sets in such
that XTLuL’ and TLL’ as i, and let Ube aneighbour-
hood of 0 Writing Z-X L, W= L, Z[-X L’, and W’-
L’, for i-1,2,..., we have Z, W, Z[, and We3, which
follows from the fact that is an ideal of , and we have Z L,
WL, ZTL’ and W’ L’T as i Let V be a neighbourho
of 0 such that 2V(-V+ V) U. Then, L and L’ being sets in ,
there are integers l, m such that (Z).-(W) e V for any i, j 1
and (Z)-(W[) V for any s, tm. Putting n=max(/, m), we
obtain an integer n such that (X).-(Y) e U for any i, jn.
This completes the proof of 2) and hence that of Lemma 3.

Corollary. is a pseudo-a-ring containing .
Lemma 4. The measure is uniquely extended to a G-valued
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measure ’ defined on the pseudo-a-ring 7.
Proof. For any set L in , there is a sequence X, i-l, 2, -..,

of sets in such that XTL as ioo so that we may define an
element ’(L) of G as the limit of the sequence (X), i-1, 2,....
That the sequence has one and only one limit element and that the
limit is independent of the choice of X:s such that X L as i
are obvious. Thus we can define a map ’ of into G, which is
evidently an extension of .

To prove that the map ’ is a measure, we have to show that
1) v’(XU Y)-’(X)+v’( Y) for X, Ye such that X Y= and
2) ’(X)0 as i for Xe, i=1, 2, ..., such that X as

For the proof of 1), let us consider sets X and , i-1, 2,...,
in such that XTXand T Yas i. The definition of the
map ’ implies that (X)’(X) and ( )v’(Y) as i, while
the formula XU T xu Yasi implies that (X )v’(XU Y)
as i. Since v(X )-v(X)+v(), i- 1, 2,..., it follows
that ’(XD Y)-’(X)+’( Y).

The proof of 2) is as follows. Let U be a neighbourhood of 0.
Then our statement is that there exists a positive integer n such
that ’(X)eU for any in. Put -X--X for i-1,2,....
Since e we have a sequence , j-l, 2,..., of sets in such
that Y as j, for each i. It may be assumed for each .j
that c , if i<i’ because X as i. For each i, we
have ()’() as j and therefore we can choose an integer
j such that ( ).-’() e V, where V is a neighbourhood of 0
such that 2 Vc U. We may assume that jj, if i i’. When we
put Z-, for i=1, 2, ..., the formula Z X as i yields
(Z)’(X) as i. Hence there exists a positive integer n such
that ’(X).-(Z)e V for any in. Let us show that ’(X)e U
for any in, which completes the proof of 2) and consequently
shows that ’ is a measure. For any integer in, we may write
’(X).-(Z) e V and (Z)--’( )-().-’() e V. The formula
’(X)-’(X )-’(X)+’(), which follows from the already
proved proposition 1), implies that ’(X)-’(X)-’( )-

+ e 2 u.
Thus it is proved that there exists at least one G-valued

measure ’ defined on which is an extension of . The uniqueness
of such a measure ’ is obvious and this completes the proof of
Lemma 4.

Proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Put 0-- and 20=v’,
where ’ is the measure defined in Lemma 4. Then the pair (0, 20)
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belongs to the class v and it is easily seen that 0 and 20 is an
extension of for any pair (, ) in v (cf. [1 p. 331, footnote 2)).
Hence Theorem 1 is proved and the uniqueness of the pair (if0, 0)
in Theorem 1 implies that Theorem 2 is true.

The following proposition follows immediately from Lemma 2.
Proposition 1. q is an ideal of o=.
We shall close this paper with
Theorem 3. If the measure is of bounded variation,) so

is the measure 20.
Proof. Let X be a set in ;o and let U be a neighbourhood of

0. Now there is a neighbourhood V of 0 such that 3 Vc U.
We assert that there exists a set Y in contained in X such

that v(Z)e V for any set Z in contained in X--Y. Otherwise,
we have a disjoint sequence Y, i-1, 2,..., of sets in such that

YcX,(Y)e V for i-1,2,.... Then, putting Y;-- Y and

Y’-J Y, we have Y’e0, Yeq,k-l, 2,..., and Y Y’ as
k=l

k--c. Hence we get v(Y)-20(Y’) as k-oo contrary to the
formula v( Y)--,( Y;’_)-,( Y-- Y_)-v(Y) e V for any k> 1. This
shows that our assertion is true.

Consider such a set Y. By the assumption that v is of bounded
variation, there is a positive integer n satisfying the condition: if
Z, i-1, 2, ..., n, are disjoint sets in contained in Y, then
(Z0) e V for some integer io<__n.

Now suppose X, i 1, 2, ..., n, are disjoint sets in 0 contained
in X. For the proof of this theorem, it is sufficient to prove that
there is an integer io<__n such that 20(X0) e U. Since X is a set
in 0, there is a set Y in q contained in X such that
20(X)-(Y) V, for each i-1, 2, ..., n. Writing Z- Y Y Y, we
have a disjoint sequence Z, i-1, 2,..., n, of sets in contained
in Y. By the definition of the integer n, there is an integer io.<=n
such that (Z0)e V. Becasuse Y0-Z0 is a set in q contained in
X-Y, we have (Yo-Z0)e V and therefore we have 20(Xo)-
{2o(Xo)--( Yo)}+(Yo) e V+( Yo-Zo)+(Zo)3V U. This proves
the theorem.
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